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Moreover, because ofits bigness—in both scale and scope—landscape serves as

a metaphor for inclusive multiplicity and pluralism, as in a kind of synthetic

"overview" that enables differences to play themselves out. In these terms, land-

scape may still embrace naturalistic and phenomenological experience but its

full efficacy is extended to that of a synthetic and strategic art form, one that

aligns diverse and competing forces (social constituencies, political desires, eco-

logical processes, program demands, etc.) into newly liberating and interactive

alliances.

Understandably, the skeptical reader may find the above claims a little opti-

mistic, too overreaching. Landscape probably appears to the general public too

benign or passive ever to assume active and strategic roles in contemporary

affairs. Certainly the attention being paid to landscape today assumes more the

character of sentimental recoIlection—with attendant demands for either the

re-creation or preservation ofpast landscapes—than ofvisionary or ambitious

projects. A combination ofnostalgia and consumerism drives this desire while

suppressing ambitions to experiment and invent.

This image ofinertia is intensified ifone compares landscape to the innova-

tive efficacy surrounding modern-day economics, infbrmation, media technolo-

gies, and corporate and political initiatives. In a globalized context ofrapid and

expedient production, landscape must appear an antiquated medium and its

design a fringe activity sustained through the eccentric passions ofa handful of

romantics and gentle nature-lovers. Consequently, as an image that evokes a

virtuous and benevolent nature, landscape is typically viewed as the soothing

antithesis to the placeless frenzy oftechnological urban life; few would share the

view that the contemporary metropolis can be construed as a landscape—as

some in this book argue—or find it easy to imagine landscapes other than the

pastoral and the gardenesque. In this sense, it is understandably difficult for

many to imagine landscape as an innovative medium, one that might somehow

dislocate the most conventional and regressive aspects of society while at the

same time reorganizingthese elernents in the most liberatingand life-enriching

way. And yet this is precisely the position that this book seeks to recover for land-

scape architecture and its practitioners.

Such a position may not be so easy to advance, however. Owing to the afore-

mentioned prevalence of conservative attitudes toward landscape, there is a

concomitant loss ofwill or desire to forge new landscapes—a suspicion, per-

haps, ofpast state regimes and modernist utopias, or simply a sign ofa culture

seeking escape from the difficulties ofthe present in the idealized images ofthe

lntroduction

past. While Europe and the United States have developed superb national agen-

cies and trusts for the preservation oflandscapes, no equally strong institution is

dedicated to cultivating the future. In those places where visionary and exciting

work is taking place—the Netherlands, France, and Spain, for instance—there

is an underlying public and political will to both nurture and support inventive

urban and landscape design, and to see these activities as fundamental to both a

healthy economy and a vibrant culture.

The difficulty ofadvancing landscape is not only an issuc of sentimentality

and conservatism; it is further hindered by a growing contingent that believes

landscape concerns ought to be directed solely toward the stewardship ofthe

natural world. The extreme proponents ofthis view protest that culturally ambi-

tious landscape projects are largely irrelevant in the face ofenvironmental prob-

lems—that is, of course, unless such projects are solely focused on biotic

restoration and habitat diversification. A culturally ambitious landscape archi-

tecture that does not revolve around ecological concerns is often construed by

environmentalists as belonging to the domain ofelitist and intellectual art prac-

tices rather than to the more practical aspects of healing the earth. This view

holds great sway at a sociopolitical level, ofcourse, for in a world whose popula-

tion continues to grow while its resources diminish, ecological expertise is espe-

cially timely and relevant. As with the rise ofheritage groups, there is today no

shortage ofnational and regional agencies dedicated to environmental improve-

ment and research, and thankfully and rightly so. But here too, the culturally

innovative aspects of landscape architecture are often overlooked or even sup-

pressed as emphasis is placed on more technical procedures ainned at the

restoration ofan essentially cultureless natural world.

This last phrase is, ofcourse, a telling contradiction in terms; while there

may well be phenomena that escape culture, I doubt that the "ecology" and

"nature" sought by environmental groups are as culture-free as they might

argue. Owing to the inevitable imaging that enframes and represents nature to a

given society, the possibilities of a cultureless nature necessarily remain

absolutely unknown and unimaginable. Unfortunately, environmental advo-

cates continue to attend to an objectifiable nature that they believe remains

external to culture. In so doing, they fail to consider the profound consequences

ofthe world's constructedness—its schematization as a cultural idea and, there-

fore, its subjugation. In mistakenly conceiving of the environment and its many

effects and maladies as being outside and not within the cultural world, envi-

ronmentalists tend only to repair and perhaps forestall damage while cultural
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